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Author's response to reviews: see over
Response to the Editor

We corrected all the formatting errors in our revised manuscript as follows:

1. The Associate Editor would like to request that the abbreviations in the references have to be formatted.
   Due to the error of the EndNote program, the Journal names of have not been correctly abbreviated.
   We correctly formatted all the Journal names.

2. Please replace header “Background” with “Introduction.”
   We used the “Background” header according to a suggestion by a Reviewer. However, according to your instruction, we corrected the header to “Introduction”.

3. Please insert a header for your conclusion section.
   We inserted the header “Conclusion”.

4. To protect the identity of the patient, please replace all the dates found in your manuscript to the amount of time this occurred before the presentation of the case report.
   We removed the dates in two part of our manuscript (Line 13, Page 6 and Line 1, Page 7) and inserted the amount of time.

All the changes appear in different colors by Track Change function of the Microsoft Word.